Security is one of the significant challenges that people are faced over the entire world in every aspect of their lives. One of the methods used in security areas is cryptography. In this work we have investigated the possibility of using the multi logistic maps in the dynamical matrix for pseudo random number generator. Theoretical analysis and experimental show the sequences generated by the proposed random number generated possess many good properties. The proposed can be used in many applications requiring random binary sequences and also in the design of secure cryptosystems.
Introduction
With the rapid development of multimedia and network technologies, the security of multimedia becomes more and more important, since multimedia data are transmitted over open networks more and more frequently. Typically, reliable security in storage and transmission of digital speech data, images and videos is needed in many real applications, such as pay-TV, medical imaging systems, military image databases as well as confidential video conferences.
In recent years, some consumer electronic devices, such as mobile phones, have also started to provide the function of saving and exchanging digital speech/music data, images and video clips under the support of multimedia messaging services over wireless networks, which is urgently demand for multimedia security. To meet the above needs in practice, some encryption algorithms are required to offer a sufficient level of security for different multimedia applications.
Apparently, the simplest way to encrypt multimedia data is to consider the 1-D, 2-D or 3-D) multimedia bit-stream as a 1-D signal, and then to encrypt it with any available cipher [1] . In some multimedia applications, such a simple way may be enough. However, in many applications, especially when digital cryptanalysis work has also been published and a number of multimedia encryption schemes have been found to be insecure from the cryptographical point of view [1] . On the whole, the cryptanalytic work is still not enough now compared with cryptographic one, which is the main reason for publication of so much insecure encryption schemes. Due to the tight relationship between chaos theory and cryptography, a great number of multimedia and text encryption schemes use chaos as a mechanism to realize secret permutations of digital images/frames, or as a source to generate pseudo-random bits to control secret encryption operations [2] .
As we well-known, cryptanalysis and cryptography are the two sides of cryptology which promote each other mutually. To accelerate the development of designing secure multimedia and text ciphers, we choose the security analysis (i.e., cryptanalysis) of some chaos related multimedia and text encryption schemes as the research topic of this thesis. In this paper, we evaluate the encryption quality of the robust chaotic block cipher .With the application of an encryption algorithm to an image and text, its pixels values change when compared with the original image. A good encryption algorithm must make these changes in an irregular manner and also maximize the difference in pixels values and text values between the original and the encrypted image and text.
Related Work
Image cryptography was not studied as normal cryptography or visual cryptography. It was used by [3] , to encode digital media (images and video) to provide confidentiality and intellectual property protection against unauthorized access. They proposed a version of digital image cryptography by using random phase mask for encrypting image. The authors consider image encoding as a new form of image encryption. They accomplish this using a transformation technique based on random phase masks. Their technique of encryption consists of four major steps. Fourier transform of initial image, phase modification, inverse Fourier P-ISSN: 2222-8373 E-ISSN: 2518-9255 transform and finally image conversion. It is a good concept but the weakest link lies in the use of steganography. Using image cryptography and steganography to increase security but they have not considered the use of image cryptography to disguise text cryptography which would provide enhanced privacy and confidentiality in cryptographic communication [3] .
Partial encryption proposed a solution, in which a secure encryption algorithm is used to encrypt only part of the compressed data [4] . Computationally effect techniques for confidential storage and transmission of medical image data discuss [5] .
Chaos and Cryptography [6].
Chaos is one of the possible behaviors associated with evolution of a nonlinear dynamic system and occurs for specific values of system parameters. The chaotic behavior is a delicate behavior of a nonlinear system, which apparently looks random. Chaos is an apparent fact that occurs in nonlinear definable systems sensitive to initial conditions and has pseudo-random action.
Dynamic chaotic systems in case of Liapunov exponential equations meet will remain stable in chaos mode. It is the pseudo-random behavior that has caused this observable fact to take into account for many cryptographic systems. Due to pseudo-random character, the output of the vision system look like random in attackers' view, while in receiver's view, the system can be defined and decryption is possible. Several chaos based cryptographic algorithms are presented till now and some of them are somehow in use in the way that they are capable of image encryption as well as text encryption. An image encryption system must have suitable speed for image massive data ciphering. Text encryption methods are bad choice to be used for encryption of images. In practice, we require to transmit a sensible amount of information, which needs a large sample space and subsequently it implies a large amount of keys. The delivery of a large number of keys is responsible to cause awful management problems. So, one of the major advantages of chaotic system's comprehension is facilitated key management approach since this method only require to protect and secure transmission of secret key (parameters and initial values of chaotic system), which has a modest volume and as a result not only a small memory is desired to maintain it but also there is more assurance during its transfer. The illegal access to short length keys is notably less possible than the large length keys during data transmission through the insecure channel.
Logistic Map
Chaotic cryptography has been an important research area during the last two decades. The properties of chaotic systems have been used in very different ways to build new cryptosystems.
All of those proposals can be classified into two big families, which are analog chaos-based cryptosystems and digital chaos-based cryptosystems [6] . Chaos in dynamical systems has been investigated over a long period of time. With the advent of fast computers the numerical investigations on chaos have increased considerably over the last two decades and by now, a lot is known about chaotic systems. One of the simplest and most transparent systems exhibiting order to chaos transition is the logistic map. The logistic map is a discrete dynamical system defined by [7] . Logistic mapping is brought out by biologists R. May in 1976, and is a onedimensional nonlinear iterative equation, the definition is as follows:
In this equation, X n assumes a value in the interval [0, 1]. This signal, due to fact that the r parameter is divided into three different intervals, shows three different chaotic behaviors which, assuming that X 0 = 0.3, can be described as follows:
, then the signal behaves somewhat chaotically in the first 10 iterations and becomes stable after the tenth iteration [8] seeing Fig.1 (a) . 
2-

Architecture of Logistic Text and Image Cryptosystem
A typical architecture of existing chaos-based text and image cryptosystems is shown in Figures   (2) . In this system will be generated key by logistic map and it is applied to text and digital color image encryption because of higher secrecy of high-dimension chaotic system. We divide the key to blocks; length of block is 24-bits such as each block apply on each pixel in plain image and text. The process of encryption and decryption consists of two levels, at first level will be using plain text or plain image and key generation then apply XOR operation to perform cipher text1 or cipher image1 (single level). The second step of the encryption process is to encrypt single level by apply feedback for single level to perform cipher text2 or cipher image2 (multilevel) that will be changing its pixel values based on dynamic chaotic systems. The decryption process applies the same steps as reverse steps. 
The Proposed Algorithm
This paper is use the idea of logistic map to generate key by using equation (1) for encryption and decryption block of different massages and images using XOR operation. Algorithm (1) explains the steps of process and figure (3) show the key that generated by logistic map 
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Using dynamic multiplexer and shift register during key generation to generate random numbers especially to multilevel and using massage key as initial value between sender and reserve.
Algorithm (1): the proposed algorithm for multi cryptography
Input: text, an image, key generated by logistic map with parameters x, r and MUT.
Output: multi cipher text or cipher image.
1-Load plain text or plain image.
2-Enter key after generated as shown in below.
a-Using logistic map equation (1) c-Generate (255) random numbers between (0-1) using equation (2) and saving the numbers in matrix D.
Random number= (loop from 1 to 255)\255 ……… (2)
d-Compare each number generated by step(a)with all numbers generated by step(c), if it is equal or less than number that generated by step(c) we stop and will be take the binary number that contrast of step (b).
e-Apply XOR with last bit of generated number by step (d) with last binary number that generated by step (b) and shift the binary number by (1) using shift register with multiplexer.
3-Perform a bitwise XOR on plain text or plain image and key number that generated by step (2) to obtain cipher image1 (single level).
4-Finally, repeat steps 2 and 3 to obtain cipher image2 (multilevel). 
Fast Dynamic Random Numbers Generator and Applications in
Results and Analysis
We have conducted some experiments to test check the encryption and decryption quality logistic map for application to text and digital images, which allow users to have confidentiality and security in transmission of the image and text. For apply those process, we use three massages of length (65) character and three images with format (.bmp) and it sizes (512*512) by applying the key that generated as above algorithm with different values of x and r using XOR operation. 
Multi cipher and decipher
Below plain text and cipher text after apply secret key when x= 0.3 and r=1 for single cipher and x=0.7 and r=1 for multilevel cipher. Table ( Multilevel cipher text 
Multi image encryption and decryption
For multi-image encryption and decryption we apply secret key when x= 0.3 and r=1 for single level and x=0.7 and r=1 for multilevel , the results of correlation, entropy and histogram of them shown in table (3) . The index of coincidence is a number that can help cryptanalysts guess the cryptographic system in use in a cipher text [8] . In cryptography, coincidence counting is the technique (invented by William F. Friedman) of putting two texts side-by-side and counting the number of times that identical letters appear in the same position in both texts. This count, either as a ratio of the total or normalized by dividing by the expected count for a random source model, is known as the index of coincidence, or IC for short .We can express the index of coincidence IC for a given letter-frequency distribution as a summation as shown in equation (2):
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Where N is the length of the text and n1 through nc are the frequencies (as integers) of the c letters of the alphabet (c = 26 for mono case English). The sum of the ni is necessarily N.
The products n(n−1) count the number of combinations of n elements taken two at a time.
(Actually this counts each pair twice; the extra factors of 2 occur in both numerator and denominator of the formula and thus cancel out.) Each of the ni occurrences of the i-th letter matches each of the remaining ni−1 occurrences of the same letter. There are a total of N(N−1) letter pairs in the entire text, and 1/c is the probability of a match for each pair [8] .
Correlation Test
The correlation coefficient analysis indicates the relationship among pixels in the cipher image and determines the degree to which two variable's movements are associated. The correlation 
=0
Where p(mi) represents the probability of symbol mi and the entropy is expressed in bits.
Suppose that the source emits 2 8 symbols with equal probability, i.e., m= {m1, m2, ...., m2 8 }.
After evaluating Eq. 4, we obtain its entropy H (m) =8, corresponding to a truly random source.
Actually, given that a practical information source seldom generates random messages, in general its entropy value is smaller than the ideal one. However, when the messages are encrypted, their entropy should ideally be 8, certain degree of predictability, which threatens its security [14] . We apply the entropy on cipher image encryption using the logistic map. The information entropy obtained is very close to the theoretical value of 8. This means that information leakage in the encryption process is negligible and the encryption system is secure against entropy attack.
Conclusion
The paper designs a new secure random number generator based on the logistic maps.
The proposed generator is a secure random number generator from the cryptographic point to view. A key stream generator should have the following important properties:
1-Output key features very high repeat.
2-Pass the statistical tests.
3-The generator has high linear complexity.
4-The randomness, the security, and the speed of the binary sequences generated by the random number generator are satisfactory.
5-When the key was used in texts and images encryption with good results after testing.
